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MINUTES 
SOUTHSIDE ELECTRIC COOPERATIVE 

MEETING OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS 
MARCH 18, 2021 @ 9:30 A.M. 

CENTRAL DISTRICT TRAINING CENTER 
 
 
PRESENT:   Frank W. Bacon (Chair) 
  Earl C. Currin, Jr. (Vice Chair) 
  Paul S. Bennett (Secretary) 
  Charles J. Friedl (Treasurer) 
  Brenda H. Johnson 

Kristie Martin-Wallace  
Clive C. Pettis, Sr. 
Sarah W. Saunders 
William T. White 
Frank F. Rennie (General Counsel) 
Christine Marston (Minute Taker) 

STAFF: Jeffrey S. Edwards, President/CEO 
Bradley V. Furr, VP of Operations 

  George A. Felts, VP of Engineering  
Jason Loehr, VP of Finance & Corporate Services 

  Jacob McCann, VP of Human Resources 
  Ronald O. White, VP of Member & Public Relations  
GUEST: Steve Gilliam (Adams, Jenkins & Cheatham) 
  Chris Yeatman (Adams, Jenkins & Cheatham) 
         

Dr. Frank Bacon presided, and Ron White gave the invocation. 

The Audit Review was moved on the Agenda following the President/CEO’s 
Reports. 
PREVIOUS MINUTES 
 On motion made and seconded:   

The Minutes of the January 21, 2021 Board Meeting and the amended 
February 22, 2021 Special Called Meeting are approved. 

MOTION CARRIED 
ODEC REPORT 

The ODEC report was given by Earl Currin.  

PRESIDENT/CEO’S REPORT 
1. The SEC Financial and Statistical report for December 2020 was reviewed and is 

attached to and made a part of the Minutes.  
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2. The Cooperative’s accounts receivable write-offs were reviewed: 
 Accounts receivable write-offs from September 2020 through October 

2020 equal $50,107.48. 
 Year-to-date 2021 percent of write-offs is .30%.  
 The percentage of revenue written off has increased due to the Virginia 

Disconnect Moratorium’s impact on SEC’s ability to collect on past due 
accounts.   

On motion made and seconded:  
The accounts receivable write-offs in the amount of $50,107.48 are 

approved as presented. 
MOTION CARRIED 

3. The Board was provided information regarding cybersecurity events during the 
months of January and February 2021. 

4. The Institute of Electrical & Electronics Engineers (IEEE) outage data, safety 
report and staking workload summary for January and February 2021 were 
reviewed in detail: 
IEEE Outage Data 

a. January 2021:  
 System SAIDI and SAIFI were below historical values for the 

month.  
 CAIDI was above historical values for the month.  
 There were no power supply outages for the month. 
 There were no Major Event days in January.  
 Outage activity related to snow/ice/wind on January 18th & 31st had 

the most impact during the month. 
 There was an extended outage on Thaxton feeder out of Meads 

Store substation on January 2nd caused by a tree. The outage 
could not be restored until repairs were made. The repair took an 
extended time due to terrain and access issues. This outage had a 
significant impact on monthly CAIDI and attributed approximately 
30 minutes to the monthly value. 

b. February 2021: 
 System SAIDI, SAIFI and CAIDI were above historical values for 

the month.  
 There were no power Appalachian Power Company (APCO) 

supply outages for the month. 
 There were six Dominion Energy (DE) supply outages on February 

13th & 14th and all were 34.5kV deliveries (narrower rights-of-ways) 
impacted by the ice event. 
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 There were two SEC supply outages during the month: 
- One on Briery substation due to a failed high-side 

breaker control; and  
- One at Red House Delivery Point (Red House, Sugar 

Hill, and Hancock substations) due to a tree contact on 
SEC’s 115kV transmission. 

 There were nine Major Event days in February.  
 System reliability performance was severely influenced by the ice 

events on February 11th, 13th and 18th with limited outage activity 
earlier in the month. 

Safety Report   
a. There were no lost-time injuries in January or February 2021. 
b. As of February 28th, employees have worked 1,035 days without a lost 

time injury. 
Staking Workload Summary 

a. New service appointments were elevated in January but were below 
normal in February due to the ice events. 

b. Miscellaneous appointments remained below average for both January 
and February. 

c. Average business days to next appointment in January was 
approximately 7 days and approximately 8 days in February. 

d. Total Work Orders were at 211 in January and 78 in February. 
e. There was an increase in new service work orders for a total of 69 in 

January and a decrease in new service work orders in February for a 
total of 17. 

5. Operations Update for January & February 2021: 
a. New service activity was down 2.11% for the month of January with 62 

work orders and 54.91% for the month of February with 26 work orders. 
b. There were 96 fleet service orders completed in January with an average 

cost per service order of $328 and 125 fleet service orders completed in 
February with an average cost per service order of $152. 

c. Monthly fleet expenses for January were $80,117 and $57,827 for 
February. 

d. Annual fleet expense year-to-date is $137,944 
6. The Board was provided information on SEC’s Action Committee for Rural 

Electrification (ACRE) Program. Virtual meetings will be held this year due to 
COVID on May 12, 2021 at 7 a.m., 9 a.m. and 1 p.m. The guest speaker will be 
Andrew Vehorn, Vice President of Governmental Affairs with Virginia, Maryland & 
Delaware Association of Electric Cooperatives. 
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7. Broadband update: 
a. SEC recently completed a Feasibility Study. Three studies have been 

done in total. These studies confirmed that it was not economically 
feasible to provide fiber to the home to members because of the 
Cooperatives low density without a tremendous amount of government 
subsidy.  

b. Staff has had discussions with the Governor’s staff and they requested 
that the Cooperative send out a Request for Proposal to wireless 
partners. The Cooperative did not receive any legitimate interest from any 
serious wireless provider. 

c. Staff continues to have discussions with cooperatives who have offered 
Broadband to see how it is progressing. Most have indicated that their 
take rate is between 30 – 40 percent, which is the same take rate used 
by the consultants when they completed our feasibility studies. 

d. The Cooperative continues to assess opportunities and stays up to date 
regarding developing and new technologies.  

e. Several new emerging technologies are on the horizon called Low Earth 
Orbiting Satellites (LEOS). This technology will use space rather than 
cable to provide connectivity: 
 Starlink (Elon Musk) 
 Project Kuiper (Jeff Bezos) 
 OneWeb (Richard Branson & Qualcomm) 
 Facebook (Mark Zuckerburg) 

f. Starlink Broadband was awarded $885.5 million in Rural Digital 
Opportunity Funds (RDOF) and currently has a pilot program in Wise 
County, VA offering low latency and high speeds. 

g. Hughes Network was also awarded $1.3 million in RDOF.  
h. Emerging technologies are a viable threat to fiber to the home. 
i. SEC has not seen any feasible financial model that justifies entry into the 

market. 
j. Cellular 5G technology is developing on the eastern edge of SEC 

territory. 
Winter Storm Shirley presentation was moved on the Agenda following the Legal 
Report. 
AUDIT REVIEW 

Frank Bacon introduced Steve Gilliam and Chris Yeatman of Adams, Jenkins 

& Cheatham to present the SEC 2020 Year-End Audit. A detailed and thorough 

review of the audit was given in the following areas:   

 Overview: 
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− COVID-19 Impact on audit (100% remote process for audit) 
− Received Cares Act funding 
− KWH sold decreased 5% 
− Distribution rate increase went into effect January 2020 
− ODEC new energy contracts reduced power costs 
− Repriced approximately $34 million of FFB notes at less than 1% 

interest; savings will be carried over for 30 years 
 Management cover letter outlining specifics of the audit 
 Financial statements including the following:   

− Independent Auditors’ Report;   
− Balance Sheets;  
− Statements of Operations;  
− Statements of Equities;  
− Statements of Cash Flows;    
− Notes to Financial Statements 
− Revenue Recognition; and 
− Internal Control over Financial Reporting. 

 Independent, clean audit and unmodified Opinion; highest level of 
assurance for an audit  

 No changes to policies that would affect the audit 
 No adjustments were made to the financial statements 
 No difficulties or issues performing the audit 
 Balance Sheets: 

− Electric plant increased 2.0% ($7.5 million): 
o System improvements 
o Transformer replacements 

− Deferred charges decreased $2.5 million  
− The post-retirement benefit plan which the Cooperative eliminated 

in 2008 resulted in large savings for the Cooperative members 
− Financing activities: 

o Borrowed $9.5 million FFB at 1.07% 
o Repriced $33.8 million FFB under 1.0% 
o Paid down $10 million of debt 
o Internet service expense decreased $1.3 million 

 Statement of Operations: 
− Net margins $9.5 million 
− Gross profit percentage 46.0% 
− Operating expenses less cost of power increased $1.5 million 

(3.0%) 
 Statements of Equities: 

− Equity as a percentage of assets 33.0% 
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− Includes: 
o Added net margins of $9.5 million 
o Retired $3.5 million in capital credit  
o Total assets increased $8.7 million  

 Statements of Cash Flows: 
− Cash beginning of the year $4.3 million 
− Cash year-end of $10.2 million; borrowed $9.5 million in 2020 
− Positive cash flows from Operations 
− Cash outflows from investing activities 
− Cash outflows from financing activities: 

 Two new notes in 2020: 

− Impact of COVID financially 
− Subsequent event disclosed for Winter Storm Shirley, expecting to 

receive some FEMA funds 
Upon completion of the review of the audit details, the auditor entertained 

questions from the Board.   

A copy of the audit will be attached to and made a part of the minutes. On 

motion made and seconded:   

The 2020 Year-End Audit presented by Adams, Jenkins & Cheatham is 
approved as presented. 

MOTION CARRIED  
NEW BUSINESS 
1. ACSI Member Satisfaction Survey: 

a. Surveys are conducted online by TSE Services. 
b. SEC’s 2020 third quarter score dropped from 81 in 2019 to 78. 

Although there was a slight decrease in the score, SEC is still among 
the industry leaders. Staff will work on bringing this score back up to 
previous levels. 

c. Scores from the survey come from several topics, such as Right of 
Way, Outages, New Service, Temporary Construction Service and 
Other Service. 

d. Scores range from 0 – 10, with 10 being the highest: 
e. Meeting with TSE on May 18th to discuss new data format for 

Satisfaction Tracking System and to make recommendations for 
change. These recommendations will be discussed in the focus group 
meetings being held this week. 

f. The next quarterly survey to be conducted on July 1st. 
g. TSE conducted a survey in January 2021 and preliminary results look 

positive, but all results won’t be received until May 2021. 
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h. Sample size of surveys is around 300 for the general population. 
i. Post call survey system: 

 Delayed due to COVID response 
 Member Services’ first priority after the CRF/Moratorium has 

ended is to reestablish the system. 
 Allows members to provide feedback directly after a contact with 

the Cooperative so that issues can be addressed quickly rather 
than being brought to SEC’s attention after the survey. 

 Allow SEC to group responses based on organizational 
activities specific to SEC; i.e. ACRE, Annual Meeting, etc. 

 The Cooperative can tailor questions to receive feedback on 
specific issues. 

 Utilize Microsoft BI to create analytic reports from member 
feedback in a geographic area. 

2. CFC Line of Credit: 
a. Requesting board approval for additional line of credit facility due to the 

winter storm. 
b. Need enough available lines of credit to meet any of the short-term 

liquidity needs that the Cooperative has to cover concerning storm 
costs over the next few months. 

c. To streamline the borrowing process, SEC will be entering into a new 
line of credit facility with CFC with a 364-day maturity.  

d. Staff is requesting a $10 million line of credit facility; SEC has 
approximately $28 million available in lines of credit that are not 
currently being used. This request will add to that balance. There is no 
additional cost for having the line of credit. 

e. Interest rates on the lines of credit are 2.25%. 
f. Jeff Edwards and Jason Loehr will be authorized to utilize the lines of 

credit upon approval.  
On motion made and seconded; 

The Board approved the $10 million line of credit facility. 
MOTION CARRIED 

3. Estate Capital Credit Retirement: 
a. Auditors recommended having estate retirements approved along with 

the general capital credit retirements in August of each year. 
b. Estate capital credits are paid out to heirs of deceased members. 
c. Estate capital credits are discounted at present day value when paid 

out and the remaining balance will be reallocated to the membership. 
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d. Estate retirements are included in the Board’s Equity Management 
Plan Policy. 

e. Unclaimed retirements will become permanent equity. 
f. The amount of estate capital credit retirements requested for 2021 is 

$1.0 million. A request for additional amounts, if needed, will be 
brought before the Board for approval. 

On motion made and seconded: 
 The Board approved the request for $1.0 million in estate capital 
credit retirements. 

MOTION CARRIED 
4. Incipient Failure Identification (IFID) for Common Grid Asset Classes Project: 

a. National Rural Electric Cooperative Association (NRECA) project in 
conjunction with the Department of Energy (DOE) with a subset called 
Grid Modernization Laboratory Consortium (GMLC). 

b. This group receives funding from the Federal government. 
c. Their focus is on improving maintenance programs, reducing outages 

and improving reliability. 
d. The project manager is the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory 

(LLNL) and is a research company established during the cold war. 
They exist to anticipate, develop and deliver solutions for the Nation’s 
most challenging problems. 

e. Stakeholders on this project consist of:  
 LLNL 
 Sandia National Laboratory (SNL) 
 The National Energy Technology Laboratory (NETL)  
 Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL)  
 Pacific Gas & Electric (PG&E) 
 Electric Power Board of Chattanooga (EPB) 
 NRECA and partner cooperatives; SEC is one of six 

cooperatives participating 
 Texas A&M University 
 The University of Pittsburgh 
 Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) 
 OSISoft 
 Corning 

f. Project started in August 2020 and should be wrapped up in January 
2023. 

g. SEC, through Brad Furr, will provide up to a couple of hours a month, if 
needed. SEC selected to participate due to voluminous data 
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maintained regarding our electric system and reliability. Data provided 
will include Outage Management System (OMS) data, Geographic 
Information Systems (GIS) data, Supervisory Control and Data 
Acquisition (SCADA) data, Advanced Metering Infrastructure (AMI) 
data, Dissolved Gas Analysis (DGA) data, and inspection and 
maintenance reports. 

h. SEC has provided data on six circuits. 
i. SEC participation in this project will allow us to receive working tools to 

help accurately determine the health of critical assets. 
j. Projected outcomes: 

 Reduce cumulative outage hours to members 
 Reduce time to recover from an outage 
 Reduce costs such as maintenance, equipment replacement 

and loss of assets 
5. SEC Meter Site Inspection Program: 

a. Used third party meter testing for years, spending $17,000 on average 
per year. 

b. Rural Utilities Service (RUS) requires that certain meters be tested 
every three years. 

c. Testing too stringent as it was based on the old, electromechanical 
meters that are no longer in use. 

d. Testing cycle will be expanded out to five years, which RUS has 
approved. 

e. Testing approximately 100 complex meters per year. 
f. Developing SEC’s Apparatus Technicians to become meter experts. 
g. Perform meter site inspections internally and bring the information 

back to the office and reconcile it to the billing system to make sure the 
multiplier out in the field is reflected correctly. 

h. The Cooperative has four Apparatus Technicians. 
i. Nine issues were found that caused a loss of revenue but once 

corrected the annual revenue recovery estimates was able to be 
determined. 

j. Issues that were found were wiring problems, current transformers 
shorted and incorrect multipliers. 

k. Found two accounts that were overbilled. These accounts were 
credited back the overbilled amount. 

l. Net annual revenue recovered $519,074 every year going forward. 
m. Continue to perform annual third-party meter site inspections on a five-

year cycle. An Apparatus Technician will be on site during the third-
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party testing to assist the third-party, and they will reconcile the 
information to the billing system to ensure correct multiplier is being 
used.  

n. A Metering System Operations Procedure for future inspections has 
been developed and should assist in catching issues. 

6. The CRC selection of a voting delegate is needed: 
a. Voting Delegate:  Jeffrey S. Edwards 

On motion made and seconded:   

The CRC voting delegate is approved as appointed. 
MOTION CARRIED 

7. The VMDAEC has made a call of nominations for the Leadership Award, 
Distinguished Service Award and the Distinguished Friend of the Electric 
Cooperatives Award.  
Action: Nominations should be made by notifying Jeff Edwards. 
 

CEO appraisal was moved to the end of the Agenda under Executive Session: 
LEGAL REPORT 
1. Broadband update: 

a. The Virginia, Maryland & Delaware Association of Electric 
Cooperatives’ (VMDAEC) attorneys held several meetings regarding 
the lawsuits pending against Rappahannock Electric Cooperative 
(REC) on Broadband issues.  

b. REC has voluntarily withdrawn their request for placing Broadband in 
Charlottesville.  

c. Prior to their withdrawal, REC had been using a Virginia Statute that 
came into effect on July 1, 2020 that allowed electric utilities to use 
electric easements to run Broadband and would not be considered a 
trespass or illegal activity.  

d. This legislation is being challenged for constitutional purposes.  
e. Discussions were held on the statutes that were passed last year and 

the legal remedies that were given under the statute relating to claims 
of trespass by cooperatives on their facilities located on an 
landowner’s property.  

f. If someone sues for trespass, the only damage that can be recovered 
is for diminution in value of the property itself. Punitive damages have 
been removed.  

g. Claim can only be made if the landowner’s property has been devalued 
by the addition of the Broadband wire or facility being located on the 
property. 
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h. The State Legislature issued a 12-month statute of limitations on 
bringing any claims against electric utilities from the time the 
lines/facilities are placed on a landowner’s property. If notice is given to 
the landowner, the statute of limitations is reduced to six months.  

DIRECTOR COMMENTS/CONCERNS  
Brenda Johnson was presented with a certificate of achievement from 

NRECA in recognition for successfully completing all educational requirements for 

the Board Gold program. 

Board members were reminded to turn in the IRS Form 990 today. 

WINTER STORM SHIRLEY 
1. As demonstrated by a map provided to the Board, the significant impact of Winter 

Storm Shirley was directly over the Cooperatives entire service territory with 
affects of the storm being lesser to the north, south, east and west of SEC 
territory. For this reason, other utilities did not see the extent of damage or 
impact by trees due to their location/terrain and were able to restore power more 
quickly.  

2. The presentation covers steps taken before, during and after the storm. There is 
still some work to be completed to restore the system to pre-storm condition.  

3. A shortened version of this information will be presented to county officials 
throughout SEC’s service territory to educate them on what preparation took 
place before the storm and throughout restoration efforts. A schedule is currently 
being developed.   

4. During the presentation, there will be several photos and drone videos of the 
damage and SEC’s ROWs. The Board was asked to pay particular attention to 
the condition of the ROWs, which are in good shape and validate what has been 
said all along, that the majority of the damage to the system was caused by trees 
outside of the prescribed ROW. Over 95% of the damage was from these trees. 

5. SEC follows the construction standards for ice loading by Rural Utilities Service 
(RUS) and the National Electric Safety Code (NESC) for Overhead Construction: 

a. RUS Bulletin 1728F-803 – Specifications & Drawings for 24.9/14.4 kV 
Line Construction 

b. NESC sections 25 & 26 
6. NESC defines mechanical loads of loading zones as light, medium and heavy. 

SEC’s system is split between medium and heavy. The Cooperative always 
follows the heavy zone specifications when building its system; 0.5” of radial ice 
at 0 degrees with 40 mph winds. The reason for using 0 degrees rating is that the 
colder the temperature, the more the metal in the conductor contracts increasing 
tension on the pole. All poles, crossarms, guy attachments and anchors are 
designed to withstand the loads generated in the heavy loading district by using 
RUS design guidelines.  

7. NESC defines a cubic foot of ice as weighing approximately 57 pounds.  
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8. Approximate weight of a 300’ span of #2ACSR conductor, used on taps and 
single-phase construction, is 32 pounds. The approximate weight of 1/2” of radial 
ice along the same span during 0 degrees and 40 mph wind would be 185 
pounds. The system was designed for this type of load. Increase the radial ice to 
3/4” and the weight increases to 332 pounds for that 300’ span. The SEC system 
experienced 3/4” of ice accumulation in many areas of our service territory; more 
in some areas of the system. Adding a 1/4" of ice on that structure more than 
doubles the weight of the span. Ice does not load radially on the line in a linear 
fashion.    

9. NESC does not address anywhere in their design factor or overload factor for the 
weight of a tree that falls on any conductor or poles. 

10. Electric utilities, including SEC do not design their infrastructure to withstand the 
weight of an ice laden tree or the shock load created from a tree that falls onto 
the line. 

11. The Emergency Response Plan (ERP) is activated upon forecasted risk of 
weather events, if available. 

12. Initial forecast models on Saturday, February 6th at 6 p.m. indicated minimal 
impact on the Cooperative’s service territory (.09” in Petersburg to .41” in 
Farmville) with more icing in the southwestern portion of the state. 

13. Brad Furr, storm manager, executed initiated the ERP on February 10th at 11 
a.m. Prior to the activation, plans were already being developed. 

14. SEC prepared for the initial impact on Thursday, February 11th, but the storm did 
not develop into a major event. 

15. Rights of Way (ROW) crews were called in for the storm on the 11th. Since this 
storm did not develop as forecasted, the Cooperative used these crews that were 
on standby to cut some trees preemptively that were already encroaching on the 
ROW as a result of the storm on the 11th. Those resources were being utilized 
and compensated while waiting for any outages that may occur. These crews cut 
trees throughout the day, mainly on the 3-phase system. 

16. Throughout the event, 140,000+ manhours were consumed by the personnel 
brought in for roughly two weeks with only 3 reported injury events by mutual 
aid/contractor employees, none being serious. SEC employees work 260,000 
manhours in a typical year. 

17. The Safety Director investigated approximately 32 incidents, mostly equipment 
and property type damage. 

18. There were no reports of positive COVID cases by SEC employees during or 
after the storm. Employees applied SEC’s COVID standards throughout the 
event. 

19. Following the outage, there are a number of continuing recovery efforts. As of 
March 2nd, there were approximately 70 broken throughout the system that had 
been bypassed or temporarily repaired. Most of the week was spent replacing 
those poles using internal employees as well as some contract crews.   
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20. During the storm, there were approximately 775 broken poles replaced and the 
material/equipment from the poles remained on onsite. Crews began working on 
March 2nd to recover materials from most of these sites and check for any 
additional work needed. This work will continue tentatively through May 1, 2021. 

21. Approximately 50 service locations remained without power due to damage on 
the member’s equipment or home. Reconnection of those services continues as 
members make repairs and county inspections are completed. 

22. System inspections will begin on March 22nd using OSMOSE Utilities. They will 
be performing system visual inspections on the 77 circuits that sustained a 
lockout due to damage: approximately 82,157 poles and 18,682 service 
locations. Inspectors will document equipment damage and obvious hazard 
trees. This inspection process is anticipated to take 60 days.  

23. Damage locations will be reviewed by SEC Engineering and separated into 
vegetation corrective work, maintenance service order work and capital 
replacements of poles, crossarms, transformers, etc. Maintenance and capital 
replacements will be forwarded to SEC Operations resources to continue repair 
activities. Vegetation issues will be forwarded to SEC’s vegetation group for 
corrective work. The Cooperative may increase contract employees to assist with 
these efforts. 

24. OSMOSE post-storm inspections were not a budgeted item in the 2021 Annual 
Forecast. An amendment request was proposed by management to increase the 
budget by $819,680 to cover the cost for the system patrol by OSMOSE Utilities. 
On motion made and seconded; 

The requested $819,680 budget amendment for OSMOSE utility 
system inspections is approved as presented. 

MOTION CARRIED 
25. There is quite a bit of damage that exists to the tree and vegetation abundant 

throughout the system and OSMOSE will document this damage. The 
Cooperative is lining up the resources needed for the clearing work that will need 
to be done on the system. As OSMOSE begins to feed that data specific to tree 
damage, SEC will focus on items that will need to be added for this year to assist 
in the cleanup: 

a. Aerial trimming will be coordinated for 6 – 8 additional weeks during 
the remainder of 2021 to focus on overhang damage along the most 
heavily damaged circuits. 

b. Two ROW clearing crews will assist with cleanup behind the aerial 
trimming crews and work to open ROW that are blocked by downed 
trees. 

c. Side-trimming and hazard tree removals are expected to increase in 
several of the areas hit by the more intense ice damage.   

d. Additional ROW spending of approximately $1.9 million in addition to 
2021 budget. 
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e. Additional engineering staking and construction spending to be 
determined once the Osmose assessment is completed. 

On motion made and seconded; 
The requested additional $1.9 million budget amendment for ROW 

cleanup is approved as presented. 
MOTION CARRIED 

26. The Virginia State Corporation Commission (SCC) has requested data related to 
the storm restoration efforts. Dominion Energy, Mecklenburg Electric Cooperative 
and SEC has received the request. 

27. SEC has previously received the same request from the SCC for: 
a. Tropical Storm Ernesto 
b. Hurricane Irene 
c. December 2009 Snowstorm 
d. Hurricane Isabel 
e. June Derecho 

28. The request focuses on all aspects of pre-planning, storm response, weather 
forecasts and the aftermath. It also focuses on vegetation, pole replacement and 
maintenance programs. Responses are due on April 2nd.  

29. SEC has several vegetation management programs:  
a. Side-Trimming – removal of limbs and trees to the full extent of the 

ROW with brush clearing as required. Also includes hazard tree 
removals. Seven-year cycle. 

b. Herbicide Application – application of herbicide to the ROW floor. 
Three to four-year cycle (typically one year after side-trim and then 
three years later). 

c. Brush clearing – mechanical clearing of the right-of-way floor. Program 
focused on no-spray areas and areas that have exceeded optimal 
brush height. No cycle, used as needed. 

d. Hazard Tree Removals – removal of off-cycle hazard trees identified 
by Utility Foresters, Operations or the membership. Not every tree is 
removed immediately and may be held for removal as part of the Side-
Trimming cycle. Typical patrol of circuits in year 3 – 4 after side-trim. 

e. Aerial Trimming (Helicopter/Climbing) – removal of overhang in remote 
and difficult to reach areas. Scheduled and budgeted as part of the 
Side-Trimming program. 

30. SEC has a maintenance budget each year for ROW clearing. The budget can 
vary depending upon time in the rate cycle and weather patterns.  
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31. The Cooperative has removed 50,000+ hazard trees from its system since 2008. 
Last year approximately 5,800 hazard trees were cleared. 96% of the tree related 
outages were caused by trees from outside the prescribed ROW. 

32. SEC has an approximate 10-year pole inspection program performed by a pole 
inspection contractor following industry best practice American National 
Standards Institute (ANSI) standards. This process includes: 

a. Visual inspection for above ground damage 
b. Sounding – striking the pole to detect auditory changes) 
c. Below grade inspection: 

 Excavate partial or complete circumference to 18” – 24” 
 Chip/clean any debris and rot from the pole circumference 
 Measure the remaining pole diameter and compare it to NESC 

strength tables, reject if less than 60% original strength 
 Bore into pole below grade to examine for rot, reject if found 
 Plug holes, apply rot/insecticide treatments, wrap pole and fill 

excavation 
33. Poles are not rejected solely on age. Emergency rejects are reported 

immediately and passed to Operations for immediate replacement, typically 5 – 
10 per inspection year. All other rejects are scheduled for replacement over the 
next 12 – 24 months, which is part of the Construction Work Plan (CWP) 
process. Typical annual rejection rate is 3.5% - 5.0% (448 – 640 poles). 

34. Approximate age of poles on average is 30 years. Poles are not replaced on age 
alone; they are replaced on failure and are budgeted annually. In 2017, SEC was 
ahead of schedule on pole replacements, and, therefore, did not replace any 
poles to allow the Cooperative to get back on schedule. Even though there were 
no poles replaced in 2017, there was not a significant jump in the rejection rates 
of poles in 2018. 

35. SEC has approximately 3,067 miles of copper conductor of its total 6,573 miles 
of overhead. Approximately 2,683 miles are single phase and approximately 384 
miles are 2 & 3 phase. Conductor replacement requires nearly a complete rebuild 
to address span lengths and pole class issues. 

36. The 2021 CWP costs estimates of copper conductor replacement is $66,000 per 
mile for single phase for a total of $177.1 million and $165,000 per mile of line for 
three-phase for a total cost of $63.4 million. The total estimate would be $240.4 
million. 

37. SEC’s total utility plant to date is $386.2 million and the total debt is $211.7 
million. It would be tremendously difficult to achieve a total plant rebuild in 2021.  

38. SEC has approximately 6,573 miles of overhead system; 4,889 miles of single 
phase and 1,645 miles of 2 & 3 phase. In order to replace existing overhead with 
underground, assuming reutilization of existing ROW with no additional 
easement negotiations, the current CWP estimates $120,00 per mile of single 
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phase for a total of $586.7 million and $300,000 per miles of 3-phase for a total 
of $493.5 million. Approximate total cost would be $1.1 billion. 

39. SEC has approximately 6,573 miles of overhead system with 30 & 40-foot ROW 
easements. Estimates to widen all ROW to 100’ would be approximately $813.3 
million per acre of single phase and $234.6 million per acre for 3-phase for an 
approximate total of $1.1 billion. 

40. Even if the Cooperative widened its ROW to 100’, the average height of trees in 
Virginia is 80 – 90 foot. The Cooperative would have to widen their ROW to 180 
feet to prevent a tree from striking the pole or conductor. 

41. SEC has approximately 51,820 poles older than 1992. The CWP estimate to 
replace a pole is $3,200 for an approximate total of $165.9 million to replace all 
the poles at one time. To maintain a 30-year-old pole plant: 

a. Approximately 7,800 poles per year for the next 10 years would need 
to be replaced at an estimated cost of $25.0 million per year. 

b. Starting in year 11, the average would drop to 2,600 per year at an 
estimated cost of $8.3 million per year going forward. 

c. There is still life in 30+ year old poles. 
42. Significant misinformation and rumors were promoted through social media and 

broadcast media following the storm on the 13th. 
43. Member & Public Relations updated contact information for county officials, 

Emergency Management personnel and state officials prior to the storm. 
44. Press releases were sent out daily during the storm and 78 posts were made to 

Facebook.  
45. The Member & Public Relations office focused on multiple levels of 

communications, media releases and multiple requests from broadcast media in 
Lynchburg, Richmond and Roanoke, as well as social media. The primary focus 
was to get the latest information out as quickly as possible.  

46. An Interactive Voice Response (IVR) system outage information message was 
created and updated daily with number of outages. 

47. The Cooperative utilizes the Cooperative Response Center (CRC) for overflow 
calls. They received approximately 10,000 overflow calls, as well as over 11,352 
calls under the IVR option 3.  

48. Staff worked with State Delegate Lashrecse Aird and Dinwiddie County 
Administrator Kevin Massengill and took them on a tour of some of the hardest 
hit areas. Delegate Aird communicated what she learned firsthand back to her 
constituents. 

49. Press releases were provided to area newspapers as well. 
50. SEC began holding daily Teams meetings on February 18th until February 26th 

and all county administrators, emergency response coordinators, State Senators 
and Delegates, representatives from VDEM, members from the SCC and staff 
from the Governor’s office were invited to attend. Restoration updates, the 
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number of field personnel working in each county and restoration estimates were 
provided during these meetings.  

51. The Cooperative began using the Virginia, Maryland & Delaware Association of 
Electric Cooperatives (VMDAEC) to assist with writing and sending out press 
releases, video editing, coordinating requests for television interviews and 
responding to Facebook posts due to the increasing demands. 

52. Budget amendment requesting funds for Capital Resources to assist in 
development of a series of videos, to continue with coaching to better utilize 
social media, and to provide media training. Staff requested a budget 
amendment of $93,000 to further improve communications. 
On motion made and seconded; 

The requested budget amendment of $93,000 for utilization of Capital 
Resources for improved communications is approved. 

MOTION CARRIED 
53. SEC utilizes CRC to assist in answering calls. If all Cooperative lines are busy, 

they will rollover to CRC. They have three locations in Texas, Tennessee and 
Minnesota. It was thought that there was enough geographic diversity where two 
of the three would always be operational. The ice storm that hit the Cooperative’s 
territory hit Texas and Tennessee. This event left CRC with one center 
operational, and they were inundated with calls. Cooperative members never 
received a busy signal but would get tired of holding and hang up. This issue is 
being addressed with CRC. It is the first time SEC experienced such an issue in 
the history of using them. 

54. SEC has received and continues to receive a lot of support from the community 
and its members. During the storm people were making meals and dropping 
them off to SEC offices. People were picking up tabs for employees and setting 
up snack and hot coffee stations. Neighbors were helping neighbors. The 
Cooperative continues to receive, cards, notes and emails thanking everyone for 
working so hard. 

55. Items of particular interest: 
a. The positive comments far outweigh the number of negative comments 

received. 
b. Broadcast media was asked to provide questions ahead of time so that 

their questions could be answered during interviews but typically would 
not. 

56. The workforce was more than doubled ahead of the storm (10 contract crews, 8 
contract tree crews, 18 mutual aid crews and 26 Cooperative crews). Crews 
arrived on Wednesday the 10th and more continued to arrive that week.  

57. There were three winter storms predicted within a seven-day period for parts of 
the east coast: February 11th, 13th & 18th. Crews in North Carolina and parts 
South Carolina were not being released due to these predicted storms. Due to 
COVID restrictions, some would not allow personnel to work out of town; These 
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factors impacted the Cooperative’s efforts in trying to obtain the assistance 
needed. 

58. Once crews were made available, the Cooperative received assistance from 
Indiana, Maryland, Virginia, North Carolina, South Carolina & Georgia. In all, over 
930 individuals. 

59. As a benchmark, SEC has never used more than 250 personnel in its last 10 
years. Hurricane Isabel saw approximately 400 workers in the field. SEC had 
over 930 workers in the field following the ice storms.  

60. According to a February 17th, a New York Times article, “In all, roughly 150 
million Americans were under some form of winter storm warning.”  

61. In the beginning of a large outage event, it is very difficult to assess the 
estimated time of restoration (ETR).  

62. The outages began on Saturday, February 13th and ended Friday, February 26th. 
There were approximately 826 poles were broken, 946 wires down and 2,137 
outages during the storm. During Hurricane Isabel, the Cooperative had 
approximately 430 broken poles and was the most significant weather event prior 
to Winter Storm Shirley. 

63. Personnel used during the storm was approximately 937 including SEC 
personnel. On the first day there was 197 personnel which included Cooperative 
personnel. The Cooperative struggled getting help in the beginning due to the 
forecast for multiple ice storms. By February 19th, SEC had a full complement of 
crews.  

64. The Cooperative pulled all crews out of the field on February 13th due to the 
hazardous working conditions from trees and limbs falling. On February 18th, the 
weather conditions were forecasted to be worse than Winter Storm Shirley, so 
crews were held that morning until it was determined that conditions were not 
deteriorating. 

65. Dominion Energy provided 10 employees as oversight personnel for their 
contract crews that were working on SEC’s system.  

66. There was a total of 680 pieces of equipment used in the field to include pick up 
trucks, service bucket trucks, large bucket trucks, line trucks, track machines and 
trailers. Of the 680 pieces of equipment, 577 were from contractor and mutual aid 
fleet. 

67. The Cooperative used 26% of its annual fuel consumption during storm 
restoration efforts and used Campbell Fuel to provide additional diesel and 
gasoline. A total of 21,124 gallons of diesel and 18,991 gallons of gasoline were 
consumed.  

68. The Cooperative has a great supply chain, and there was no lag time in receiving 
poles or other materials/supplies that were needed. The Cooperative never ran 
out of poles or materials/supplies. 

69. Our former practice for ordering materials was through blanket purchase orders. 
Items were stocked up with large amounts of carrying costs and tying up cash 
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unnecessarily. Since 2007, the Cooperative has built relationships with its 
vendors so that supplies/materials that are needed are delivered the same day or 
within 24 hours. This allows SEC to operate without having large amounts of 
cash tied up in inventory.  

70. The news reported that SEC had cut its maintenance budget by 44% from 2018 
to 2019. This information was pulled from the Cooperative’s IRS Form 990. In 
2018, Tropical Storm Michael increased costs but in 2019 SEC was informed it 
was going to receive Federal Emergency Management Administration (FEMA) 
reimbursement. The costs in 2019 were lower due to this reimbursement, but the 
expenses were higher. The actual budget increased by approximately $1 million 
from 2018 to 2019.  

71. SEC primarily uses four vendors: TEMA, Koppers, Anixter and Graybar. Koppers 
is used for poles. The Cooperative began using TEMA in 2007 – 2008 timeframe. 
They are a cooperative based out of North Carolina. Benefits of using TEMA: 

a. Member-owned cooperative. 
b. Margins are allocated back to its members. 
c. Maintains adequate levels of materials at their warehouses, which SEC 

has access to without incurring the carrying expenses and tying up 
cash. 

d. Nearby warehouses for quick delivery. 
e. During storm restorations, SEC has access to other cooperatives’ 

materials that are similar to what the Cooperative uses during 
restoration efforts. 

72. Confirmed inventory with vendors on February 8th pre-storm. Placed orders on 
the 9th to meet Hurricane Isabel inventory levels.  

73. On February 12th vendors were contacted to confirm that they could deliver 
ordered material. Inventory was delivered either the same day or next day. 

74. Warehouse activity February 8th – 12th: 
a. Confirmed adequacy of on hand levels of SEC and supplier inventories 
b. Confirmed availability of daily deliveries, if needed 
c. Ordered sleeves, fuses, copper wire which are items that are not 

readily available in supplier warehouses 
d. Placed orders on February 9th to bring inventory levels up to Hurricane 

Isabel levels. 
e. SEC had 287 poles on hand prior to the storm  
f. Purchasing Director reached out to all suppliers and confirmed that 

same-day deliveries would be made 
75. The Cooperative received a total of 1,031 poles during the storm with deliveries 

being made each day with the exception of the 14th & 23rd. SEC never ran out of 
material or poles.  
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76. Due to the increase in contractor and mutual aid crews, warehouse personnel 
needed assistance to maintain continuity with the increased activity: 

a. Over 826 broken poles 
b. Over 300 purchase orders; typically 800 in a year 
c. Over 900 human resources using materials and supplies 
d. Delivering materials to crews in the field 
e. Fueling trucks 
f. Tracking fuel  

77. IT personnel and mutual aid personnel were utilized in the warehouse during the 
storm. 

78. Total storm cost currently at $21.0 million, this does not include budget 
amendments. Cost per day $1.4 million. Contractor invoices have not yet been 
received. 

79. SEC will use lines of credit to meet immediate liquidity needs until long-term 
strategy can be determined. 

80. The Cooperative started securing rooms on the 9th and added rooms, as needed, 
contacting each of the 15 hotels confirming rooms daily. Human Resources (HR) 
personnel coordinated and managed 424 individual rooms. 

81. The Cooperative utilized 16 caterers and restaurants, providing meals at the four 
district offices. HR personnel served crews out in the field so that they would not 
have to return to an office location in to eat. HR actively managed and served a 
total of 8,145 meals. 

82. Contractor and mutual aid crews turned in 40 loads of laundry which HR 
personnel and volunteers washed, dried and returned. 

83. Complaints were being received from employees about harassment and 
trespassing on Cooperative property; law enforcement authorities were 
contacted. 

84. SEC Bylaws and Terms & Conditions came into play many times during the 
storm. These documents were able to answer most of the questions raised 
during restoration efforts. 

85. Photos and drone videos were reviewed showing the damage to SEC’s system, 
the working conditions and mutual aid/contract crews. The pictures clearly show 
the amount of damage incurred by the storm and that the ROWs were 
maintained properly. The majority of damage to the Cooperative’s system was 
caused from trees outside of the ROW. 

86. The data presented supports the information that was provided to the Board, 
media and local officials, and demonstrates the shear logistics of dealing with a 
storm of this magnitude.  

87. The Cooperative has a lot of new employees and this was their first major event. 
All personnel worked hard and took on tasks that are normally not assigned to 
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